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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF OKLAHOMA 

COMANCHE NATION )
OF OKLAHOMA )

)
Plaintiff, )

)
v. ) Case No.  CIV-17-887-HE

)
RYAN ZINKE, et al. )

Defendants. )
                                                                   )

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S 
MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

I.  INTRODUCTION

The Comanche Nation of Oklahoma has brought suit to challenge a trust

acquisition for gaming purposes made for the benefit of the Chickasaw Nation relating to

a prospective 36,000 square foot casino in Terral, Oklahoma, just across the Red River

from Texas.1  

It should be undisputed that a casino in Terral would be just one more among some

two dozen Chickasaw gaming operations in the State.  Affidavit of Jimmy W. Arterberry

1The Warranty Deed dated January 19, 2017 that served to take the land into trust
should appear as Attachment 4 on the docket.  Notice of the acquisition for gaming
purposes did not appear in the Federal Register until July 18, 2017 (Attachment 5). 
Nothing seems to have appeared in the public record during this entire six month period,
relating to efforts to comply with notice requirements of the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) or otherwise.  See Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief
(Complaint), ¶ 39.  See also “Notice of Availability for Shawnee Tribe Casino
Environmental Assessment” (Attachment 6) as an example of a requisite notice and
opportunity for public review and comment.
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(Attachment 7), ¶ 4.

The Comanche Red River Hotel Casino lies less than 45 miles upriver from Terral

in Devol, Oklahoma.  Unlike the Chickasaw, the Comanche have few gaming operations.2 

The Red River Hotel Casino at Devol is by far the Nation’s most significant source of

revenue for a host of funding purposes, including governmental operations, Tribal

employment, numerous social programs, and higher education for its young people.  The

Nation’s Tribal Administrator Mr. Arterberry has also attested to the following:

2.   I serve as Tribal Administrator for the Nation, and have intimate
knowledge of its financial affairs, including the extent and sources of
revenue, and its budgeted expenditures for tribal operations and a number
of tribal programs, including social services programs for the sick and
elderly, and financial assistance for our young people pursuing higher
education. The Nation Governmental System also employs some 473 Tribal
members directly. 

3.  The annual budget for tribal operations and programs is now
between $80 and $90 Million.  Some 58.8 % of the Nation’s annual budget
derives from one source, the Comanche Red River Hotel Casino in Devol,
Oklahoma.  The operation at Devol also employs about 63 Tribal members
directly.

Id.
  

There can be little doubt a rival operation with such ready access to the Wichita

Falls market – coincidentally or not, a new bridge now spans the Red River at Terral – is

likely to have significant impact on the Comanche Red River Hotel Casino at Devol and 

2The Nation hopes that its newest will be a small casino planned for Ryan,
Oklahoma, just over ten miles from the lands acquired in trust for the Chickasaw at
Terral.  Complaint, ¶ 8.

- 2 -
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its revenue.  Michael Starr, the Red River Hotel Casino’s Manager, has a wealth of

experience in the gaming industry.  He attests to the importance of the casino at Devol

and likely impact of a rival operation so close by as follows:

4. The Chickasaw Nation plans to erect a new gaming facility less than 45
miles from the Comanche Red River Hotel Casino ..., adding to the
Chickasaw Nation’s twenty–plus gaming operations in the State of
Oklahoma.  Such construction will, indeed, cause a detrimental decrease in
revenue to not only the Comanche Red River Hotel Casino (CRRHC), but
also Comanche Nation Star Casino in Walters, OK, and the Comanche
Nation as as entity.

5.  The Comanche Nation thrives immensely through funds generated from
the Comanche Nation Entertainment gaming operation.  Roughly sixty (60)
% of that funding is generated at the Comanche Red River Hotel Casino. 
The Comanche Nation Tribal programs such as Social service, Higher
education, Optometry, Diabetic, Child care, Student services, and Per capita
[payments], to name a few, will certainly suffer with loss of revenue at
CRRHC due to a competitor pull in such close proximity to our largest
tribal contributor.

Affidavit of Michael Starr (Attachment 8).

We submit there can be no doubt that, absent injunctive relief serving to prevent

opening of an additional Chickasaw casino at Terral pending a determination on the

merits here, any economic and associated harm that befalls the Comanche Nation, its

programs and people will be irreparable, even if the Nation ultimately prevails on the

merits:  The Administrative Procedure Act provides no potential monetary relief to a

prevailing plaintiff.  

For its part, the wealthy Chickasaw would continue to draw down revenue from

multiple gaming operations in the State as the litigation progresses, even if a casino at 

- 3 -
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Terral is kept on hold pending the outcome.

As for the Governmental Defendants, we respectfully submit the most important

interest of the United States – and of the public – is that Indian gaming operations in

Oklahoma and elsewhere take place consistent with applicable law and regulation:  Delay

at Terral pending a determination on the merits will serve, not impair that interest.

For present purposes, the most important basis for challenge is that the property in

Jefferson County was not subject to governmental jurisdiction of the Chickasaw Nation at

the time of acquisition,3 a fundamental requirement for any Tribe outside Oklahoma

seeking to have the Department of Interior take purported “on reservation” lands into trust

on its behalf.  See 25 C.F.R. § 151.2(f) (“...  Indian reservation means that area of land

over which the tribe is recognized by the United States as having governmental

3The Nation has also alleged probable violations of the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) that should serve as an additional basis to void the acquisition. 
Complaint, ¶¶ 38 and 39.  It is unable to plead the claims with more particularity without
the complete administrative record relating to the trust acquisition in Jefferson County. 
However, if past is prologue, the record will eventually show substantial departures from
the requirements of NEPA:  The Nation can introduce dozens of deeds relating to lands
taken into trust for the Chickasaw and others of the Five Civilized Tribes as if “no change
in use” was contemplated – thereby warranting a “categorical exemption”, or “Cat Ex”,
from time consuming and frequently expensive requirements of NEPA.  Yet the evidence
would very likely show that BIA officials knew the acquisitions were for purposes of
economic development.  If so, then the practice likely affected, not only the public
interest in ensuring compliance with NEPA along the way, but also the private interests of
multiple individual allottees - and likely members of the acquiring Tribe –  who may have
been paid for the land as if it no change in use was contemplated.  Yet BIA officials
owed a fiduciary duty to individual allottees to ensure fair and reasonable compensation
for their land in light of actual intended use.

- 4 -
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jurisdiction ....”).4    

The Nation claims that the plain intent of regulations defining “Indian reservation”

to include a “former reservation” in Oklahoma; and the plain intent of  IGRA’s

“Oklahoma exception” to the strict prohibition against gaming on lands acquired after

October 17, 1988 – the date IGRA became law – was that Tribes in Oklahoma, where

common wisdom long held that reservations in the State had been abolished by 19065,

would stand on equal footing with Tribes elsewhere, whose reservations survived the

policy begun in 1887 of breaking up communal tribal lands into individual “allotments”.  

See Complaint, ¶ 13.

4The Supreme Court has long held that, absent several exceptions not applicable in
a trust acquisition context, fee land within reservation boundaries held by a non–Indian is
outside the Tribe’s governmental jurisdiction.  See. Montana v. United States, 450 U.S.
544, 563-67 (1977). Such non–Indian fee land does not meet the definition of “Indian
reservation” pursuant to 25 C.F.R. § 151.2(f), and is not be subject to an “on-reservation”
trust acquisition.  

5But see Murphy v. Royal, – F.3d – , 2017 WL 3389877 *56 (10th Cir. August 8,
2017) (“Congress has not disestablished the Creek Reservation”). Murphy is the latest
Indian lands case proving that common wisdom can be uncommonly wrong.  Our
Complaint includes the example of Match-E-Be-Nash-She- Wish Band of Pottawatomi
Indians v. Patchak (“Patchak”), 567 U.S. 209  (2012).  Patchak held that the Quiet Title
Act and its “Indian lands” exception – commonly thought to preclude challenge to an
acquisition on behalf of an Indian Tribe once the land was taken into trust – does not
apply where an APA Plaintiff is not seeking to quiet title in his own behalf.  Indeed,
Patchak helped make possible the Nation’s challenge here.  Murphy could also have
significant impact going forward, in that the Government’s dealings with each of the Five
Civilized Tribes and their reservation lands were very similar.  If Congress never
disestablished the Creek Reservation, the same may hold true for the Chickasaw
Reservation, which could serve to establish that lands acquired in trust for the Chickasaw
after enactment of IGRA were not subject to IGRA’s “Oklahoma exception”, without
regard to the existence of governmental jurisdiction.  Complaint, ¶¶ 29-32.  

- 5 -
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Instead, the Chickasaw Nation and others of Five Civilized Tribes in particular

have – contrary to law and regulation – managed to stand on a footing superior to Tribes

outside the State, and have land acquired in trust for gaming purposes dozens of times,

without regard to whether the land was subject to governmental jurisdiction.

We review the evidence for this fundamental contention, which at the very least

should suffice to show that “questions going to the merits are so serious, substantial,

difficult, and doubtful as to make the issue ripe for litigation ....”  Fed. Lands Legal

Consortium v. United States, 195 F.3d 1190, 1194-95 (10th Cir. 1999).  This is the

requisite showing as to “likelihood of success on the merits”, if the moving party has

made out “irreparable harm” and the other elements of the standard for preliminary

injunctive relief.  Id.

          We also address the additional requisite elements for injunctive relief at greater

length; and conclude by asking that the Court grant a temporary restraining order, and

ultimately a preliminary injunction serving to prevent opening of a Chickasaw casino at

Terral pending a determination on the merits.

- 6 -
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II.  THE RECORD GIVES RISE TO “SERIOUS, SUBSTANTIAL,
DIFFICULT AND DOUBTFUL” QUESTIONS AS TO WHETHER

ON RESERVATION TRUST ACQUISITIONS FOR GAMING PURPOSES  
 MUST RELATE TO LAND AS TO WHICH THERE IS TRIBAL JURISDICTION

The Complaint sets out the factual background of the controversy – much of which

should be undisputed – in most relevant part as follows6:

13. Congress enacted the Indian Reorganization Act in 1934, the
Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act two years later, both in order to help
ameliorate the effects of the General Allotment Act of 1887, and the
Curtis Act of 1898 (which extended the disastrous allotment policy
to reservation lands of the Five Civilized Tribes), which together
caused some 90 million acres to pass out of Indian ownership. 

14. Congress thereby delegated authority to the Department to acquire
communal tribal lands in trust for tribes, which were expected to be
devoted primarily to agriculture.  Indeed, the OIWA specifically
required any lands acquired to be suitable for “agricultural
purposes.”

15. Perhaps because very little controversy attended efforts to help
Tribes rebuild communal land bases in the years following passage
of the IRA and OIWA, it was not until September 1980 that the
Department first promulgated regulations relating to land
acquisitions in trust for Indian Tribes.   “Land Acquisitions”, 48 Fed.
Reg. 62034 (September 18, 1980). 

  

6Attached are  portions of the historical material mentioned in the Complaint,
including “Land Acquisitions”, 48 Fed. Reg. 62034 (September 18, 1980) relating to
regulations promulgated at 25 C.F.R. Part 120a (Attachment 9); Senate Report 99–493, p.
10  (September 24, 1986) (Attachment 10); proposed regulations relating to “Gaming on
Trust Lands Acquired After October 17, 1988", 71 Fed. Reg. No. 193 (October 5, 2006)
(Attachment 11); and finally, drafters’ comments relating to the changed definition of
“former reservation” in the revised version of 25 C.F.R. Part 292 published in the Federal
Register on May 20, 2008 (Attachment 12). 

- 7 -
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16. In the regulation promulgated as 25 C.F.R. Part 120a, the
Department defined “Indian reservation” in terms similar to those
Congress was later to use apply respect to the “Oklahoma exception”
to the restriction against gaming on lands acquired after passage of
the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act.  See 25 U.S.C. § 2719(a)(2)
(gaming permitted if “the Indian tribe has no reservation on the date
of enactment ... and – (A) such lands are located in Oklahoma and –
(I ) are within the boundaries of the Indian tribe’s former
reservation, as defined by the Secretary ....” (emphasis added)).  

17. § 120a.2(f) of the regulations promulgated in September 1980
provided as follows:  

“Indian reservation” means that area of land over which 
the tribe is recognized by the United States as having
governmental jurisdiction, except that, in the State of
Oklahoma or where there has been a final judicial
determination that a reservation has been disestablished or
diminished, “Indian reservation” means that area of land
constituting the former reservation of the tribe as defined by
the Secretary (emphases added).

Id. at 62036.

18. The drafters of Part 120a explained that “[p]roblems with the
definition of an ‘Indian reservation’ ... were perceived by many
because of the possible implication that the disestablishment or total
allotment of a reservation extinguished the reservation, or because
the boundaries of some reservations is pending determination...
[L]anguage [plainly extending acquisition authority to lands within
former reservations] has been inserted to resolve these problems.”  
48 Fed. Reg. at 62035.

19. The Department was intent on ensuring that Tribes in Oklahoma in
particular – where common wisdom long held that reservations had
been subject to allotment and disestablished by 1906 – would have
the same status and opportunity as Tribes elsewhere with respect to
trust acquisitions.

- 8 -
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20. 25 C.F.R. Part 151 succeeded Part 120a, and incorporated the same
definition of “Indian reservation”, reflecting the same concern that
Oklahoma Tribes stand on the same footing as Tribes elsewhere:

* * * Indian reservation means that area of land over which
the tribe is recognized by the United States as having
governmental jurisdiction, except that, in the State of
Oklahoma or where there has been a final judicial
determination that a reservation has been disestablished or
diminished, Indian reservation means that area of land
constituting the former reservation of the tribe as defined by
the Secretary. (emphases added)

Id., § 151.2(f).

21. IGRA’s legislative history also shows that, in carving out the
“Oklahoma exception” to gaming eligibility for post–1988 trust
acquisitions, Congress was motivated by the same determination to
have Oklahoma Tribes stand on the same footing as Tribes
elsewhere.  See Senate Report No. 99-493, “To Establish Federal
Standards and Regulations for the Conduct of Gaming Activities on
Indian Reservations and Lands and for Other Purposes” (September
24, 1986) p. 10 (“[IGRA] treats these Oklahoma tribes the same as
all other Indian tribes.  This section is necessary ... because of the
unique historical and legal differences between Oklahoma and tribes
in other areas.”)

22. However, the evidence of many years shows that the Five Civilized 
Tribes in particular, with the cooperation of friendly, if not collusory,
BIA officials, have stood on a footing far superior to Tribes
elsewhere: Tribes outside Oklahoma plainly must show, with respect
to any on–reservation trust acquisition, that it relates to “an area of
land over which the Tribe is recognized by the United States as
having governmental jurisdiction ....”  25 C.F.R. § 151.2(f).

23. In Oklahoma dozens of trust acquisitions for gaming purposes have
taken place without regard to the existence of “governmental
jurisdiction,” even after the Department proposed regulations
specifically incorporating the requirement.  See “Gaming on Trust
Lands Acquired After October 17, 1988", 71 Fed. Reg. 58769

- 9 -
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 (October 5, 2006), at 58772 (“Former reservation means lands that
are within the jurisdiction of an Oklahoma Indian tribe and that are
within the boundaries of the last reservation of that tribe in
Oklahoma ....”).

24. The Department ultimately revised the definition of “former
reservation” [in May 2008], by omitting the specific requirement of
governmental jurisdiction. See 25 C.F.R. § 292.2 (“lands in
Oklahoma that are within the exterior boundaries of the last
reservation ...”), an arbitrary and capricious departure from
longstanding policy to have Oklahoma Tribes stand on an equal - 
not superior - footing with Tribes elsewhere. 

25. The Department’s only comment with respect to the modification
was a misstatement, to the effect that “the definition clarifies that the
last reservation be in Oklahoma, which is consistent with the
language of the statute.”  73 Fed. Reg. 29356 (May 20, 2008).   The
version proposed two years before plainly defined “former
reservation” by reference to lands “within the boundaries of the last
reservation of that tribe in Oklahoma ....”) 71 Fed. Reg. at 58772. 

In October 2006, when the Department proposed regulations defining “former

reservation” in part as “lands that are within the jurisdiction of an Oklahoma Indian tribe

....”, 71 Fed. Reg. at 58772 (Attachment 11), a lawsuit was pending in this Court before

the Honorable David Russell challenging yet another trust acquisition for gaming

purposes on behalf of the Chickasaw, this one relating to a dog track at Marlow,

Oklahoma.  Cheyenne–Arapaho Gaming Commission v. United States, et al., Case 

No. 04–cv– 01184– R.

The Apache Tribe of Oklahoma was one of the Plaintiffs in the litigation before

Judge Russell.  The Tribe argued, consistent with the regulations proposed in October

2006, that governmental jurisdiction was a prerequisite for any trust acquisition based 

- 10 -
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on “former reservation” status of lands in Oklahoma.

Judge Russell ultimately found the administrative record lacking any evidence that

the Chickasaw lands at Marlowe were subject to governmental jurisdiction even after the

acquisition,7 and remanded for additional development of the record with respect to the 

requirement of jurisdiction.  See Order (Russell, J.) (July 18, 2007)  (Attachment 13).     

Thus, it was during the very period the Apache Tribe litigation was on remand, that

the Department promulgated regulations omitting the requirement of “jurisdiction” from

its definition of “former reservation.”       

The Department did not lodge the expanded administrative record in the Apache 

Tribe litigation until June 14, 2010, almost three years after Judge Russell ordered 

remand.  By then the Tribe was no longer able to pursue the  lawsuit, so had no

opportunity to challenge an opinion by Associate Solicitor Edith Blackwell that was

included in expanded record.  (Attachment 14).

Ms. Blackwell opined that the trust acquisition at Marlowe met IGRA’s definition 

of “Indian lands” by virtue of the acquisition itself,  thus begging the fundamental

question whether jurisdiction must exist at time of a proposed acquisition.  Much of the

7IGRA requires that any Indian gaming take place on “Indian lands”, which it
defines as“(A) all lands within the limits of any Indian reservation; and (B) any lands title
to which is either held in trust by the United States for the benefit of any Indian tribe or
individual or held by any Indian tribe or individual subject to restriction by the United
States against alienation and over which an Indian tribe exercises governmental power.” 
29 U.S.C. § 2703(4).

- 11 -
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opinion reads as if by a surveyor, showing the lands at Marlowe are within the bounds of

the Chickasaw Reservation, so met the “former reservation” in Oklahoma exception.  

Ms. Blackwell did not mention the requirement of jurisdiction of “former reservation”

lands proposed in October 2006, nor did she trouble to explain the fundamental change in

definition adopted while the Apache Tribe case was on remand to the Department.

In reviewing an administrative agency’s interpretation of statutory language, the

first question for the Court is “whether Congress has directly spoken to the precise

question at issue.” Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837,

842 (1984). 

If Congress has done so, “the court, as well as the agency, must give effect to the

unambiguously expressed intent of Congress.” Id. at 842-43.   However “if the statute is

silent or ambiguous with respect to the specific issue, the question for the court is whether

the agency’s answer is based on a permissible construction of the statute.” Id. at 843.

Defendants are hard pressed to argue that “former reservation” for purposes of

IGRA’s Oklahoma exception in unambiguous, in light of the fundamental change in

definition from 2006, when the Department  proposed language requiring governmental

jurisdiction as a requisite element of a “former reservation” determination; to May 2008,

when the Department omitted the jurisdiction requirement, without any intelligible

explanation for dropping it.   

- 12 -
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Thus the question now before the Court is  “whether the agency’s answer [to

“former reservation” within the meaning of IGRA’s “Oklahoma exception”]  is based on

a permissible construction of the statute.”  Ibid.

In answering this fundamental question, we submit the Court should afford

Defendants no more than the standard of deference known variously as Seminole Rock”

or “Auer” deference8, which requires a reviewing court to assign  an agency’s

interpretation of its own regulations “controlling weight unless it is plainly erroneous or

inconsistent with the regulation.” Seminole Rock, 325 U.S. at 414.

However, as the Supreme Court made clear in Christopher v. SmithKline Beecham

Corp., 567 U.S. 142 ,132 S. Ct. 2156, 2166, 183 L.Ed 2d 253 (2012), even this level of

deference is inappropriate where the record shows the following dynamics at play in the

agency action under review:

Deference is undoubtedly inappropriate, for example, when the agency’s
interpretation is “‘plainly erroneous or inconsistent with the regulation.’”
[Auer v. Robbins], at 461 (quoting Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens
Council, 490 U. S. 332, 359 (1989)). And deference is likewise
unwarranted when there is reason to suspect that the agency’s interpretation
“does not reflect the agency’s fair and considered judgment on the matter in
question.” Auer, supra, at 462 ...  This might occur when the agency’s
interpretation conflicts with a prior interpretation , see, e.g., Thomas
Jefferson Univ. v. Shalala, 512 U. S. 504, 515 (1994), or when it appears
that the interpretation is nothing more than a “convenient litigating
position,” Bowen v. Georgetown Univ. Hospital, 488 U. S. 204, 213 (1988)
.... (citations omitted, emphasis added ). 

8Bowles v. Seminole Rock & Sand Co., 325 U.S. 410 (1945); Auer v. Robbins, 519
U.S.452 (1997)

- 13 -
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Id., 132 S.Ct. at 2166.

Here, not only did the 2008 regulations omit the requirement of jurisdiction from

the definition of “former reservation” in Oklahoma, without any intelligible explanation

for the “conflict[] with a prior interpretation”, ibid., but the regulations came down while

Judge Russell’s Apache Tribe decision was pending before the Department on remand.  

The opinion of the Associate Solicitor that made its way into the administrative

record of the lawsuit three years after remand did not mention the requirement of

jurisdiction in the regulation proposed in October 2006, and was obviously silent with

respect to the change in definition – for unintelligible reasons – that took place in May

2008.

For present purposes, we submit the record shows, not only that “the agency’s

interpretation conflicts with a prior interpretation,” Christopher, supra at 2166, but that  

the Department’s  “interpretation is nothing more than a ‘convenient litigating position.’” 

Ibid. (quoting Bowen, supra at 213).  

At the very least, we submit the record before the Court suffices to show

“questions so serious, substantial, difficult and doubtful ... “, Fed. Lands Legal

Consortium, supra, at 1194-95, that preliminary injunctive relief is warranted to restrain

the NIGC from taking any action enabling a casino at Terral to open its doors pending a

determination on the merits.

- 14 -
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 III. THE RECORD BEFORE THE COURT MEETS THE 
STANDARD FOR A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

The requisite standard for preliminary injunctive relief is well–established.  The

moving party is required to show: (1) a substantial likelihood of success on the merits; (2)

irreparable injury to the movant if the injunction is denied; (3) the threatened injury to the

movant outweighs the injury to the party opposing the preliminary injunction; and (4) the

injunction would not be adverse to the public interest. Dominion Video Satellite, Inc. v.

Echostar Satellite Corp., 269 F.3d 1149, 1154 (10th Cir. 2001).  The decision as to relief

lies within the “sound discretion” of the trial court of the trial court. United States v.

Power Eng’g Co., 191 F.3d 1224, 1230 (10th Cir. 1999).

The Tenth Circuit has also established a “modified requirement as to the likelihood

of success” if “the movant has established the other three requirements for a preliminary

injunction.” Fed. Lands Legal Consortium v. United States, supra at 1194-95.  The

moving party may then establish a “likelihood of success” for purposes of preliminary

injunctive relief “by showing that questions going to the merits are so serious, substantial,

difficult, and doubtful as to make the issue ripe for litigation . . . .” Id.

We submit that Affidavits from the Nation’s Tribal Administrator Mr. Arterberry,

and Red River Hotel Casino Manager Mr. Starr more than meet the threshold showing of

“irreparable injury”9: The Nation’s ability to maintain government operations, and

9“[T]he moving party must first demonstrate that such [irreparable] injury is 
likely before the other requirements for the issuance of an injunction will be
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continue funding vital programs and educational opportunities, will be in serious question

in the absence of an injunction, and no potential monetary relief lies at the end of the

litigation road to ameliorate the harm.   See Seneca-Cayuga Tribe v. Oklahoma, 874 F.2d

709, 716 (10th Cir. 1989) (irreparable injury element established where threatened loss of

revenues and jobs created "prospect of significant interference with [tribal]

self-government"); see also, Prairie Band of Potawatomi Indians v. Pierce, 253 F.3d

1234, 1250 (10th Cir. 2001) (granting preliminary injunctive relief where challenged

conduct threatened loss of revenue and jobs, and thus significant interference with tribal

self–government).

We argued at the outset that the Nation’s vital interest in funding its operations 

and programs as the litigation progresses outweighs whatever interest the Chickasaw in

particular may have – it is not yet a party but could well seek to intervene – in that the

Chickasaw will still have some two dozen gaming operations10 and a continuing stream of

revenue, even if the casino at Terral is on hold pending a determination on the merits.  

The Governmental Defendants’ interests – and the public interest – are best served

by ensuring that any trust acquisitions for gaming purposes under the “Oklahoma 

considered.” Dominion Video Satellite, Inc. v. Echostar Satellite Corp., 356 F.3d
1256, 1261 (10th Cir. 2004). 

10The record going forward will show that, with just two exceptions, these gaming
operations have taken place on lands the Government acquired in trust for the Chickasaw
after enactment of IGRA.
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exception” to IGRA take place in keeping with applicable law and regulation. 

As for the remaining, and fundamental “likelihood of success” element, we

respectfully submit it would be well within the “sound discretion” of this Court to find

that “questions going to the merits are so serious, substantial, difficult, and doubtful

as to make the issue ripe for litigation . . . .” Fed. Lands Legal Consortium, supra, at 194-

95.

The record available thus far gives rise to a number of such “questions going to the

merits ...”, including whether the drafters of land acquisition regulations and the Indian

Gaming Regulatory Act were intent on ensuring that Oklahoma Tribes stand on equal –

not superior – footing with Tribes elsewhere; whether the regulation relating to

acquisitions for gaming purposes first proposed in 2006 reflected this precise intention by

requiring that any “former reservation” lands be subject to governmental jurisdiction;

whether dropping the requirement in the regulation ultimately promulgated in 2008 – by

reference to an unintelligible explanation – represented a “convenient litigating position”

which served to bolster the argument for finding the Chickasaw lands at issue in the

Apache Tribe litigation before Judge Russell to be gaming eligible; and ultimately,

whether Tribes in Oklahoma seeking to have lands within a former reservation acquired

in trust for gaming purposes – like Tribes outside the State – must show that the lands are

subject to governmental jurisdiction. 
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IV.  CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, and such reasons as may be submitted at oral

argument, Plaintiff Comanche Tribe of Oklahoma respectfully requests that this Court

grant a temporary restraining order pending hearing on Plaintiff’s request for a

preliminary injunction requiring that, until any determination on Plaintiff’s claims takes

place on the merits, the National Indian Gaming Commission (NIGC) refrain from

approving any gaming ordinance and/or issuing any facilities license relating to a

prospective casino operation of the Chickasaw Nation located on lands acquired for

gaming purposes in Jefferson County, Oklahoma.  

Alternatively, if the NIGC has approved a gaming ordinance and/or issued 

a facilities license for the prospective casino operation, Plaintiff respectfully requests 

that any preliminary injunctive relief require the NIGC to act immediately to rescind

either or both.

Respectfully submitted this 30th day of August, 2017,

 /s/ Richard J. Grellner              
Richard J. Grellner, OBA #15521
RJG Law PLLC
434 NW 18th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73103
Tel 405.834.8484
Fax 405.602.0990
rjgrellner@hotmail.com
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 /s/ John P. Racin                          
John P.Racin, DC Bar No. 942003
Member, W.D. Ok. Bar
Law Office of John P. Racin
1721 Lamont Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.  20010
Tel 202.277.7691
Fax 202.296.5601
johnpracin@gmail.com

Attorneys for the Comanche Nation
of Oklahoma
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